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HOUSE NUMBER

	 The house number is the first and unavoidable element of visual�
communication on a business object. 

	 Suitably placed, of large size and readable house number is the best�
welcome to any new visitor to the object. 

	 In practice, if it exists at all, it is a rare case to find it correctly written�
and correctly placed on the object. That is the reason why our company�
devoted this introductory text to the house number and to the special atten-�
tion in production.�

	 The number is made of GRAVOGLAS material in blue with reversibly�
engraved numerals white in color. The numbers are from the font HELVE-�
TICA.
	 The number made in this way resists the time a long series of years.�

dimension> The size of the number is 200 x 150 mm.�

color> Blue background, white letters.�

material> GRAVOGLAS 3.2mm in thickness, product of NEW HERMES (USA).�

production technique> Engraving with programmed CNC machine and�
painting of the engraved text.�

installation> By ornamented screws.

*The manufacturing of house numbers with individually perforated numerals of various�
sizes and materials is also possible.
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